température de Curie Weiss et nous la comparons aux résultats expérimentaux existants . Abstract.-We investigate in Hg^^MnxTe and Cd-, Kn Te alloys, the indirect exchange interaction between two localized moments, wHx&h X arises from the virtual transitions between the filled valence band and the empty conduction band (Bloembergen and Rowland mechanism) . Both cases of zerogap materials (Hg-^xMnxTe alloys of low x) and semiconducting materials (Hgx-xMn x Te alloys of large x and Cdi-x Mn xTe alloys) are examined. The Curie Weiss temperature is calculated and compared to the available experimental results.
1. Introduction.-Magnetic susceptibility measurements performed on Hgj_ x Mn x Te and Cd-._jJXlnj.Te/1 -3/ alloys revealed an anti-2+ ferromagnetic interaction between Mn ions : X" 1 (T) behaves likeT + e,9> 0,at high temperature. Low temperature oscillatory interband magnetoabsorption /4,5/, magnetotransport phenomena /6/ and exciton magnetoreflectivity/7,8/lead to similar results. These proved impossible to interpret by accounting only for direct exchange between closely spaced moments. In this paper we investigate the Bloembergen and Rowland (B.R) mechanism/9/, in Hg-^xMnj/Fe and c< 3i_"Mn"Te alloys and show that it leads xx x to a long range interaction between spins with the right order of magnitude and the right sign. 'To get this agreement it proves crucial to properly account for the symmetry of the electron Bloch functions : in fact the symmetry imposes the sign of the spin-spin indirect interaction. via virtual excitation of an electron from the filled valence band to the empty conduction band. Previous calculations used oversimplified description of the electronic band structure ; in particular no attention was paid to the symmetry of band edges Bloch functions /9,11/. The band structure of these alloys is reported on figure 1 Note that fa and fsi vanish in the limit of infinite s (mv finite,~~=m~=O). In this limit however, it is impossible to use a parabolic dispersion relation for the conduction band which forcO= 0 is linear ink.
Extreme non parabolic limit (E,=O)

V
There are two types of virtual interband transitions :
The former is analogous to case a) and involves only the matrix elements of J$) + between p symmetry states since<~I..J (r)k>=~ /:5/.
The latter is induced by s and p mixing and involves two matrix elements : B = < X . J (g) X> and <SCJ I; ) S>=a. reversal for 6% 0.4 corresponding to I over many neighbours is performed these 0 j R 20.44 ; which is much less than the nea-oscillatory effects will compensate; however rest neighbourg distance (4.53 A) .We may if only one or two neighbours are involved thus conclude that the electron heavy hole it will he necessary to smoothen the Iij(R) contribution is in all realistic cases curves. antiferromagnetic with R-5 dependence Superimposed on this behaviour eq(3) at large R : h2 1/2 the shows that as long as R<< (-- 
43 $ 2 extreme non parabolic limit results may be Iij 64sjaLRk
used and a power law I~.,LXR'~ with 4<n< 5
for the experimental values a and 6 the Prevails. For large R an exponential decay electron light hole contribution is ferro-/9/ will be recovered.
magnetic and behaves like R -' ; however the 5. Results and conclusion.-In order to total effect remains antiferromagnetic compare our theory with susceptibility for all distances.
measurements /1-2/ (high temperature) it is necessary to calculate the Curie-Weiss 
